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The Leopoldt conjecture for (K, p) is investigated under the assumption that the 
Leopoldt conjecture for (k, p) is valid, where k is a finite algebraic number field and 
K/k is a cyclic extension of prime degree p. A lower bound for the p-adic absolute 
value of the p-adic regulator R,(K) of K is also given when k = Q. 0 1987 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
Let p be a prime number and let k be a finite algebraic number field. 
Leopoldt [lo] conjectured the non-vanishing of the p-adic regulator R,(k) 
of k, and Ax [ 1 ] and Brumer [3] proved the conjecture when k is abelian 
over the field of rational numbers Q or over any imaginary quadratic 
number field, using the powerful method of Baker [2]. 
In the present paper, we shall consider the following two problems (I) 
and (II): 
(I) To prove purely algebraically the Leopoldt conjecture for (K, p) 
under the assumption that the Leopoldt conjecture for (k, p) is valid, where 
K/k is a cyclic extension of degree p. 
(II) To give a lower bound for IR,(k)(, of R,(k), where ( IP is the 
p-adic absolute value of the algebraic closure R, of the field of p-adic 
numbers Q, such that 1 p IP =p- ‘. 
We shall give a partial solution to the problems. In Section 1, we shall 
describe an equivalent formulation of the Leopoldt conjecture (see 
Lemma 2) which seems to be a well known fact for the specialists (e.g., 
Greenberg [IS, Sect. 2, p. 2651 and Gras [4, Lemma 14]), and this is also a 
direct consequence of an elementary algebraic Lemma 1. Using the number 
m, of Lemma 2, we shall give a lower bound for 1 R,(k)l, (see Lemma 3). 
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In Section 2, we shall obtain several equivalent formulations of the 
Leopoldt conjecture for (K, p), by using Lemma 2 and cohomology groups 
(see Lemmas 4 and 5). Using these lemmas, we shall obtain purely 
algebraically a stronger result than the Leopoldt conjecture for (K, p) when 
k is Q or any imaginary quadratic number field (see Theorem 1). By 
Lemma 3 and Theorem 1, we shall give a solution to the problem (II) when 
k = Q (see corollary to Theorem 1). We shall also prove the conjecture for 
(K, p), under certain strong conditions on k and the ramification of K/k, by 
using Lemma 4 (see Theorem 2 and its corollary). In Section 3, by using a 
theorem of Kubota [9] and SafareviE [13, Theorem l] and an equivalent 
formulation of the Leopoldt conjecture due to Iwasawa [8, Theorems 2 
and 31 (see Lemma 9 of the present paper), we can prove a stronger result 
than corollary to Theorem 2 (see Theorem 3). 
Notation. Z: the ring of rational integers. Z p : the ring of p-adic integers. 
Q : the field of rational numbers. Q,: the field of p-adic numbers. F,: the 
field with p elements. ( SI : the number of elements in a set S. k,: the com- 
pletion of a finite algebraic number field k-with respect to a finite prime 
divisor v of k. lJ1’): the group of principal units in k,. ord,: the normalized 
additive valuation of k,. 
1. EQUIVALENT FORMULATION OF THE LEOPOLDT CONJECTURE 
LEMMA 1. Let M be a finitely generated Z,-module and let A be a 
finitely generated Z-submodule of M. Put d = Z, A and A(‘) = A n piM for 
i> 0. Let p” be the exponent of the torsion subgroup T(M) of M, Then the 
following (i) and (ii) hold: 
(i) The p times homomorphism fi of A(” into A(‘+ ‘) induces the injec- 
tionJ. of A(‘)/A(‘+ ‘) into A(‘+‘)/A(‘+*) for each ias. Hence dimFpA(i)/A(ifl’ 
take the constant value r(A) for sufficiently large i. 
(ii) rankzpd = r(A). 
Proof (i) This is the same as the proof of [12, Lemma 21. If a E A(‘), 
then a =pia’ with a’E M. Suppose that paE A(‘+‘). Then pa=pie2b with 
beM, sop’+‘a’=pi+2b, hencep’a’=p’+‘b+c with c~Msuch thatpc=O. 
Since c=p’(a’-pb), we have a’-pbe T(M), so c=p’(a’-pb)=O for i2s. 
Hence a E A(‘+ ‘i. This implies the injectivity ofx. for i 2 s. Since A(‘) is tor- 
sion free for i> s and since A 1 A(‘) lpiA, we have dimFpA(‘)/A(‘+ ‘) < 
dirnFl A”)/pA”’ = rank, A(‘) - rankzd for i2s. Hence we have the second 
assertion. 
(ii) Put B = A. We shall show that the natural homomorphism gi of 
A’“IA”+ ‘I into B(i)/B(‘+ I) is the isomorphism for each i> 0. Since 
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AU) n B(‘+ 1) = A(‘+ ‘I, gi is injective. If b E B(‘), then b = a +p’+ ‘d with a E A 
and deM by the definition of B. Then UEA(‘) and p’+‘d=b-aEBn 
pi+lM=B(i+l). Thus gi is bijective. Hence F(A) = r(B). By elementary 
divisor theory, B n p’M c pS + ’ B, so B(‘) cpB(“) for sufficiently large i. By 
(i), this implies that B(‘+ l) = pB”’ for sufficiently large i. Since B(‘) is tor- 
sion free and LB: B”‘] < co for i 2 s, we have rank,” B = rankZpBCi) = 
dim, P (” B ’ /pB”’ = r(B). 
COROLLARY. Put r = rank,A. Then the following (i)-(iii) are equivalent: 
(i) rank.,2 = r. 
(ii) There exists an integer m. 2 s such that dimFpA(““/A@“+ ” = r for 
all (some) m 2 m,. 
(iii) There exists an integer m. 2 s such that A@+ ‘) =pA(“’ for all 
(some) m 2 m,. 
Let S, be the set of all prime divisors of k lying above p and let Ek be the 
group of all units E of k such that E E U, “)forall~ES~.Letrbetherankof 
Ek, i.e., the number of fundamental units of k. For a subgroup F of E,, put 
Pm)= {eEF]eEk$ for all veSk} (m20). 
Let psCk) be the exponent of the p-primary component of nUssk k;, where 
k; is the multiplicative group of k,, i.e., psCk) is the maximum of the orders 
of roots of unity of p-power order in k, with v E S,. For simplicity, put 
s = s(k). 
Applying the above corollary to the case where M= n,,, Ul’) and 
A = E,, we have, directly, Lemma 2, which seems to be well known for the 
specialists (e.g., [S, Sect. 2, p. 265; and 4, Lemma 141). 
LEMMA 2. The following (i) and (ii) are equivalent: 
(i) The Leopoldt conjecture is valid for (k, p). 
(ii) For some subgroup F of Ek offinite index, one of the following (a) 
and (b) is valid 
(a) There exists un integer m, 2 s such that Fmc ‘) = (F”‘)p for all 
(some) m > m,. 
(b) There exists an integer m,>s such that dimFpPm’/flm+ ‘) = 
rank F for all (some) m 2 mo. 
(iii) For any subgroup F of Ek, either (a) or (b) above is valid. 
By using the number m, in Lemma 2, we shall give a lower bound for 
I R,(k) Ip (see h mma 3). Lemma 3 is our starting point of our problem (II) 
stated in the Introduction, and it implies the significance of the number m,. 
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LEMMA 3. Let k he tota& real and put n = [k: Q]. Let e, f and d be the 
ramtfication index, the relative degree, and the differental exponent of kb/Q,, 
respectively, where k’ is the Galois closure of k over Q and v E Sk.. Let F be a 
subgroup of E, of finite index, and assume that FCma t I) = ( FmoJ)P with some 
m, 2s. Then ) R,(k)(, >p-“, where 
a=(n- 1) 
Since the proof of Lemma 3 is rather long, we omit it here. 
2. COHOMOLOG~~AL INVESTIGATION 
Now let K/k be a Galois extenion of degree p” with Galois group G. For 
any G-submodule F of E,, let gj?‘) be the natural homomorphism of 
H’(G, F(“+“) ) into H1(G,flm’), and put NF= (EEFIN~,JE)= l}. 
LEMMA 4. Let the notation be as above and assume the Leopoldt conjec- 
ture for (k, p). Then the following (ik(iv) are equivalent: 
(i) The Leopoldt conjecture is valid for (K, p). 
(ii) For any G-submodule F of E,, there exists an integer m, 2 s(K) 
such that g&Y’) = 0 for all (some) m 2 m,. 
(iii) For some G-submodule F of E, of finite index, there exists an 
integer m, > s(K) such that gkm) = 0 for all (some) m 2 m,. 
(iv) For some G-submodule F of nEK offinite index, one of the follow- 
ing (a) and (b) is valid: 
(a) There exists an integer m, as(K) such that gk?‘) = 0 for all 
(some) m 2 m,. 
(b) There exists an integer m, 2 s(K) such that F’“+ ‘J = (ff”))p for 
all (some) m 2 m,. 
Proof: (i)* (ii)) By Lemma 2, there exists an integer m,as(K) such 
that pm+“)= (F’“‘)p” for all (some) m 2 m,. Since (H’(G, flm)))P” = 0 and 
since F’“’ is p-torsion free, we have (ii). 
(b) * (i)) Let F, be any G-submodule of E, of finite index. Put F= NF1 
and F, = F, n Ek. By Lemma 2 and (b), there exists an integer m, > s such 
that JJm)= (Z$‘+‘))p and F(m)=(F(m-l))P for all mbm,+ 1. If e~F(l~+~) 
with mdm,+ 1, then N,&s)~fl~~+~), so N,&E)=E~~’ with E~EF&~-~). 
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Put E,=E/E~, then E,E~~), so E,=E$ with E,EF(‘+‘), hence E=(E,,E~)~E 
(fllm--*))P. Thus F(lm+n)c(F(lm-*))J’, so F(lm+n)=(F\mfn-*))p by (i) of 
Lemma 1. Hence we have (i) by Lemma 2. 
(iii)+(b)) Let F, satisfy (iii). Put F= NF, and F,= F, n k. By 
assumption, there exists an integer m > s(K) + n such that gkyen) = 0 and 
F,$m-n+l)=(F~m~n))J’. Let EELS+‘) be such that E’-~E(F(~))~ for all 
aEG. Then s’-“=E(a)P with &(a)EF (mt. Since F’“’ is p-torsion free, E(a) is 
a 1-cocycle of G with values in Fz”‘. Since gkJ-“‘= 0, E(a) = E:-” with 
E, E F\m-n). Then .sma= (+‘)I -O, so E=E~E~ with E~E~~~-~+‘). Since 
E,, = ~4 with s2 E flom-n’, we have E = (E, E~)~ E (pm-n’)p, so E E (pm’)p by (i) 
of Lemma 1. This implies (pm+‘)/(F(m))P)G = 0, so Fm+‘)/(F(m))P = 0, since 
both G and F(m+“/(F(m))P are finite p-groups. This gives (b). 
It is trivial that the parts “(ii) + (iii)” and “(ii) =E- (a).” The proof of the 
part “(a) * (b)” is the same as that of “(iii) * (b).” 
Using Lemma 4 and the Herbrand quotient, we obtain the equivalent 
formulation of the Leopoldt conjecture. 
LEMMA 5. Let the notation and the assumptions be as in Lemma 4. 
Moreover, assume that ) G 1 = p. Then the following (i )(iii) are equivalent: 
(i) The Leopoldt conjecture is valid for (K, p). 
(ii) For some G-submodule F of NEK of finite index, the following (*) 
is valid: 
(* ) There exists an integer m, B s(K) such that 
dirnFr (F’“‘/F( m+‘))G= (rank.F)/(p- 1)for ah (some) m>m,. 
(iii) For any G-submodule F of nEK, the above (*) is valid. 
Proof If m 3 s(K), then (F’“‘)G = 0. In fact, if x E (F’“‘)G, then 
N&X) = xp = 1, hence x= 1, since F’“’ is p-torsion free. Since the 
Herbrand quotient of F’” + 1 ) is p-(ra”k~F)‘(p- ‘) (cf. [ 14, Chap. VIII, 
Sect, 5-J) we have dimrpH’(G, pm+” ) = (rank.F)/(p - 1). By the exact 
sequence 0 + F’” + ” + F(“” -+ F(m’/flm + ” -+ 0, me have the exact 
sequence 0 -+ (flm)/F(mt”)G + H’(G, Pm+“) --lg~ H’(G, pm’). Hence 
dimrp(Fm)/F’ m + l))G < (rank,F)/(p - 1). The equality holds if and only if 
gpm, = 0. Hence we have the assertion by (i) of Lemmas 1 and 4. 
By the proofs of Lemmas 4 and 5, we have directly 
THEOREM 1. Let k be Q or any imaginary quadratic number field and let 
K/k be a cyclic extension of degree p. Let F be a G-submodule of E, of finite 
index and let m, > s(K) be a natural number such that F@“O) 2 F”‘O+ “. Then 
F’ m+*'=(pqpf 11 or a m 2 ma + 1. In particular, the Leopoldt conjecture 
holds for (K, p). 
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COROLLARY. Let the notation and assumptions be as in Theorem 1. 
Moreover, assume that K is real. Then 1 R,,(K) I,, >p pU, where 
a=(p- 1) 
( 
m,+p+ &+$> or (p- 1,(,,+2+5) 
according as K,IQ, (v E Sk) is ful1.v ramtf?ed of degree p or not. 
Proof It is well known that +fd =p - 1 or 0 according as KJQ, is fully 
ramified of degree p or not. Hence by Theorem 1 and Lemma 3, we have 
the assertion. 
Remark. The number m, in the above Theorem 1 is easily obtained if 
we can find one non-trivial unit (e.g., a cyclotomic unit) of K. 
Let the notation be as in Lemma 4. For m > 0, put 
KC”)= {xEK-“\x~Kg” for all UES~} and P(Km)= ((x)\x~K(~)), 
where (x) is a principal ideal generated by x. 
LEMMA 6. Let K/k and n be as in Lemma 4. Then the following (i) and 
(ii) hold: 
(i) The natural homomorphism f,,, of H’(G, KCm+“)) into H’(G, KC”‘) 
is zero for any m > s(K). 
(ii) If [, (a primitive pth root of unity)4 k, for all VE Sk, then 
H’(G, KC”‘)=0 for all m>,O. 
Proof (i) Let x be any 1-cocycle of G with values in K(m+n). Since 
H’(G, K-Y) = 0 (Hilbert’s Theorem 90), there exists y, E K” such that 
$a)=~:-” for any LEG. Put A=n,.,,K;. Since Ad” (m>s(K)) is p- 
torsion free, the p”th power homomorphism of Ad” onto Ap’“+” is a G- 
isomorphism. Hence any I-cocycle of G with values in Ar”‘+n is the p”th 
power of a I-cocycle of G with values in k”“. Since (H’(G, Ad”))@ = 0, this 
implies that H’(G, At”“‘“) -+ H’(G, Ad”) is zero. Hence, imbedding KCm+“) 
into Apm+“, we see that there exists (y,) E A such that X(Q) = y: -O = 
(y$“)‘-“for any CEG. Hence y, =(y$‘)(z,) with (z,)~A~=n,., k-5. By 
the approximation theorem, there exists z E k” such that z. z, E k$” for all 
w~S~.Puty=y~z~K(~).Thenx(o)=y’-“foranya~G.Hencef,=Ofor 
any m 2 s(K). 
(ii) Since H’(G, A) = 0 and since A s APm by assumption, we have 
H’(G, APm) = 0. Hence we obtain the assertion in the same way of the proof 
of (i). 
LEMMA 7. Under the same assumption as in (ii) of Lemma 6, 
H’(G, J$“)) z P’,“‘G/Pi”” for all m 2 0, where E, is the group of units in K 
and &‘,m,=E,n K’“‘. 
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Proof. This is the same method as in [6]. By the exact sequence 
0 --t &?‘) -+fK(“‘) +g P(Km) -+ 0 where f is the natural injection and 
g(x) = (x) for x E KC”‘, ie have the exact sequence (KC”‘)’ + 
( Pjcm))G + H’( G, ,!?:(Km)) --f H’(G, KC”‘). By assumption, we see that (K’“‘)G = 
k(“‘). Hence by (ii) of Lemma 6, we have the assertion. 
Let Lk be the maximal elementary abelian p-ramified p-extension of k. 
For a finite set T of finite prime divisors of k, let Lk(T) be the maximal 
extension of k in Lk which is completely decomposed at any q E T (put 
Lk( T) = L, if T = 0) and let ( T) be the subgroup of the ideal group Zk of 
k generated by all q E T. 
LEMMA 8. Let the notation and assumptions be as above. Moreover, let T 
be a finite set of finite prime divisors of k satisfying Tn Sk = @ and 
[L, : Lk( T)] =plT’. Let x E k be such that (x) = aPb with a E Zk and b E ( T). 
Then b E ( TjP. 
Proof Since [L,: Lk( T)] =plTI, we see that for each q E T there exists a 
p-ramified cyclic extension k’ of k of degree p which is not decomposed at q 
and completely decomposed at T- {q}. Since x E N, ,k (ki) for any prime 
divisor v # q, we have XE N,,,,Jk\) by the product ‘formula of Hasse. 
Since kb/k, is an unramitied cyclic extension of degree p, we have 
ord,(x) 3 0 (mod p) for each q E T. 
COROLLARY. Assume that iI E k and let T be as in Lemma 8. Let K/k be 
a cyclic extension of degree p which is unramified outside T and completely 
decomposed at any v E Sk. Then Kfk is unramijied. 
Proof. Write K= k(P&) with x E k. Then x satisfies the condition of 
Lemma 8. 
Put U,(m)= {xEk*I(x)=a fl with a E Zk and x E k;” for all v E Sk} and 
B,(m) = U,(m)/(kx)pm for m > 1. 
As an application of Lemmas 4 and 6, we obtain 
THEOREM 2. Let K/k be a finite Galois extension of degree p” unramified 
outside Sk v T, where T is a finite set of finite prime divisors of k satisfying 
TnSk=faand [Lk:Lk(T)]=plTi. Assume that BJl)=O. Then thefollow- 
ing (i) and (ii) are equivalent: 
(i) The Leopoldt conjecture is valid for (K, p). 
(ii) The Leopoldt conjecture is valid for (k, p), and F(“+” n KP = 
(fl”))p for some m > s(K) + 2n, where F is a G-submodule of ,,,EK of finite 
index. 
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ProoJ By Lemma 2, we have the assertion (i) j (ii). Now we shall 
show that (ii)+(i). By Lemma 4, it suffices to prove that 
(Fcm+“/(F(““)P)G=O for some m>s(K)+2n. Let EEF(“+” be such that 
&‘-“=&,(a)P with E,(C) E F’“’ for any c E G. Since the pth power 
homomorphism of F’“’ into F’” + ” is injective, E, is a 1-cocycle of G with 
values in pm’. By (i) of Lemma 6, there exists XEK(“‘-~’ such that 
E,(O) =x1 --u for any crag. Hence E’-~=(x~)‘-~, so .s=xPxO with x,~k. 
Taking N,, of both members, N&X)” xi”= 1, so x;“~k(“-~+ “. Since 
X0=&X -“EK”‘-“+~’ and m--n+ 1 >s(K), we have x~E~(“-~~+” in the 
same way of the proof of(i) of Lemma 1. Since (x0) = (x-l)” and since K/k 
is unramified outside S, u T, we can write (x0) = aJ’b with UE I, and 
be(T). By Lemma8, bg(T)P. This implies that x0 E U,( 1). Since 
Bk( 1) = 0 by assumption, we have X~E kP, so E EF(~+” n Kp, hence 
E E (F’cm’)P by (ii). Thus (F’m+“/(F(*‘)p)G = 0. 
COROLLARY. Let K/k be as in Theorem 2. Moreover, assume one of the 
following: 
(i) B,Jl)=O, JS,I = 1, and clerk. 
(ii) B,(l)=Oand~,~k~,foraNv~S~. 
Then the Leopoldt conjecture for (k, p) implies the Leopoldt conjecture for 
(4 PI. 
Proof: It suffices to prove that FCm+ “n KP = (F’“‘)p for any m as(K), 
where F= ,,,EK. It is trivial in case (ii), so we assume (i). If IS,1 > 1, then 
there exists a cyclic extension K’/k (K’ c K) of degree p which is completely 
decomposed at Sk. By the corollary to Lemma 8, K/k is unramified and 
completely decomposed at Sk. Hence Bk( 1) #O. This is a contradiction. 
Therefore [SKI= 1. Let Sk= (v}. If &Eflmfl)nKP, then E=E~ with 
E’ E E,. Since E;E Kr”, we can write E, ={;$” with some rczZ and 
E, E K,. Put .s2 = [,-‘E,. Then s2 E EpKm) and E = E$‘. Since N,&E,)~ = 1 and 
Ep) is p-torsion free, we have NKIk(sZ) = 1, so EE (F’“‘)p. Hence 
F’ m+ ” (-) KP = (Fm))P. 
Remark. (1) If Bk( 1) = 0 and cl 4 k, for all v E S,, then we can prove 
that (P(Km+“) G ) c Pp) for all ma0 in the similar way of the proof of 
Theorem 2. This gives another proof of the corollary to Theorem 2 by 
Lemmas 4 and 7. 
(2) We can make infinitely many examples of k satisfying the con- 
dition in the above corollary, using Cebotarev’s density theorem and 
Kubota [9] (see also [12, Sect. 11). 
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3. APPLICATION OF A THEOREM OF KUBOTA AND SAFAREVIE ON THE 
MAXIMAL P-RAMIFIED ABELIAN P-EXTENSION 
Let G,(p) be the Galois group of the maximal p-ramified abelian 
p-extension of k and let rz = r,(k) be the number of complex places of k. 
On the conditions (i) and (ii) in Corollary to Theorem 2, we have 
LEMMA 9. Let the notation be as above, Then the following (i)-(iii) are 
equivalent. 
0) dhpGk(pWk(pY = r2 + 1. 
(ii) If<,Ek, then B,(l)=0 and JSkl = 1. Ifcl$k, then Bk(l)=O and 
cl $k, for all veSk, 
(iii) The Leopoldt conjecture is valid for (k, p) and G,(p) is torsion 
free. 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is a special case of [9; and 13, 
Theorem 11, and the equivalence of (i) and (iii) follows from 
[S, Theorems 2 and 31. 
THEOREM 3. Let K/k be a finite Galois extension of degree p” unramified 
outside S, v T, where T is a finite set of finite prime divisors of k satisfying 
Tn Sk = @ and [IL,: LJT)] =p”l. Assume that k satisfies the condition in 
Lemma 9. Then K satisfies the condition in Lemma 9 (substituting K for k). 
Proof First, assume that [, E k. Put S, = {v}. We have already proved 
that 1 S, ( = 1 in the proof of Corollary to Theorem 2. If BK( 1) # 0, then in 
the same way as in [7] (cf. [ 12, Lemma 71) we see that there exists a cyclic 
extension K’ of k of degree p which is unramified outside T and completely 
decomposed at v. By the corollary to Lemma 8, K/k is unramified at any 
place and decomposed at v, so Bk( 1) # 0. This is a contradiction. Hence 
BK( 1) = 0. Next, assume that [ I 4 k. By assumption, cl 6 k, for all v E S,, so 
[r 4 K,, for all w  E S,, since K/k is a Galois extension of degree p”. By the 
exact sequence 
we have the exact sequence 
Since [r 4 K, we have (Kx)p n k = (k”)P and H’(G, (KX)p) = H’(G, K”) = 0. 
Hence BK( l)G = U,( 1 )G/(k”)p. Next we shall show that U,( 1)’ = U,( 1). If 
XE u,(l)G, then XE (K;)p n k, for all VE SK. Since [r 4 K,, we have 
(K;)p n k, = (k;)J’. Hence x E (k;)r for all v E Sk. Since K/k is unramified 
outside Sk v T, we can write (x) = aPb with a E Ik and b E (T). By 
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Lemma 8, x E U,( 1). Hence U,( 1)’ = lJ,( 1). Therefore BK( 1)” = Bk( 1) = 0, 
so B,(l)=O. 
Remark. On the relation between the proofs of Theorems 2 and 3, we 
have NE$’ + ’ ‘/( NEp))P 4 BK( 1) for any m 3 s(K). 
Let (Pk be the set of all finite prime divisors of k and let S and T be two 
finite subsets of v, such that Sn T= 0. Put Uk = U,(S, T) = 
{x E k” 1 ord,(x) = 0 (mod p) f or any VE‘$~-T, and xEk,P for any VESJ, 
U, = U,(S, #), B; = Bk(S, T) = Ub/(kx)P, and B, = B,(S, q5). Let Lk = L,(S) 
be the maximal S-ramified elementary abelian p-extension of k and let 
L; = Lk(S, T) be the maximal extension of k in L, which is completely 
decomposed at T. For each v E S, let d, = [k,: Q,] or 0 according as VI p or 
o{p, and let w, (resp. w) = 1 or p according as iI $ k, (resp. k) or iI E k, 
(resp. k). 
Lemma 10 is a generalization of [9; and 13, Theorem 11, which gives a 
relation between Bb and L;. 
LEMMA 10. Let the notatin and assumptions be as above. Then 
(i) rL;:k]=nD,.(p’~w,).IB61-(p”+‘T”~)~1. 
(ii) ( Bk I/I B, ( = ( l&/U, ( =plrl/[Lk: L;]. 
Proof: Let J be the idele group of k. Put 
U = {(x,) E JJ x, E U, for any prime divisor v of k} 
and u’= U(T)= U.nvoT kg, where U, is the group of units of k, or k; 
according as v is finite or not. Put Uk = U,. HUE T k;, where 
Us = ((x,) E UI x, = 1 for any v E S}, 
and put 
V;, = {x E k” ( ord,(x) E 0 (mod p) for any v E Cpk - T}. 
Put H’(S) = J/UIsJPk” and H’= J/U’JPkX. We consider the following 
generalization (1) of an exact sequence in [9; and 13, Theorem 11: 
0 - B; & V;/(k”)P & vl/V$( v’)P --% W(S) 
--%H’-0, (1) 
where the homomorphisms g, (i= 1,2, 3,4) are defined as follows: 
g, is the natural surjection. 
gz( (x,) mod Us( U’)p) = (x,) mod v(, JPk” for (x,) E u’. 
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For any XE Vk, there exists (x,)EJ such that X(X,)-~ E u’. Put 
g,(x mod(k x )j’) = X(X,)-~ mod ul,( U’)p. 
g, is the natural injection. 
In the similar way as in [9; and 13, Theorem 11, we see that g, is indepen- 
dent of the choice of (x,) and that the sequence of (1) is exact. Hence 
IB:,.=Ivy(k”)P). 1 vl/u$(V)pI--I.IH’(S)IIH’I-l. (2) 
Put if= {GCI,/(T)) aP= l}, w  h ere Clk is the ideal class group of k and 
(T) is the subgroup of Clk generated by all ideal classes containing prime 
ideals in T. For any x E I$, we can write (x) = aPqtl ... qk with some a E lk 
and &E Z, where T= {q ,,..., q,}. Then the class a of a in Cl,/{ T) belongs 
to fi. Put f(x) = a. Then f(x) is independent of the choice of a and f is a 
homomorphism of V;, into i?. f induces the homomorphism f of Vk/(k”)P 
into w  and we have an exact sequence 
0 - Ek( T)/E,( T)p L V#cY)P L fi + 0, (3) 
where E,(T) is the group of T-units of k and g is the natural injection. 
Hence 
I WWy)PI = I Al. IJ%(T)/&(T)~I. 
Since I Al= IH’], by (2) and (4) we have 
(4) 
IH’(S))=IU’/LT’s(U’)P).)B;).IE,(T)/E,(T)PI-’. (5) 
Since 1 U’/U”(U’)pI =nvcS(pdU~,) and 1 Ek(T),/Ek(T)P] =pr+‘%, we have 
(i). By taking the quotient of the formulas for [Lp: k] and [L;: k], we 
have (ii). 
Remark. The statement (ii) of Lemma 10 contains Lemma 8. By using 
(ii) of Lemma 10 for S= Sk, we have Theorem 4, which gives a relation 
between 1 BK( l)G I and the assumption on T of Lemma 8. 
THEOREM 4. Let T be a finite set of finite prime divisors of k such that 
Tn S, = 0, Assume that iI $ k, for all v E Sk. Let K/k be a finite Galois 
p-extension unramlfied outside Sk v T and ramified at any v E T, Then 
I~,v(~)~IIIW~)I =P’~‘/CL,: MT)]. 
Proof: In the same way as the proof of Theorem 3, BK( 1 )G 2 Bi. Hence 
by (ii) of Lemma 10, we have the assertion. 
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